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For their small size， large numbers and agile method of management， the 
medium-size and small enterprises(MSSE)are fit for the complex market， and drive 
the national economy increase steadily， absorb labor force， flourish market， and 
promise competition. All of these determine MSSE play an important role in the 
development of national economy. 
When our country is facing the serious unemployment and recession， it is an 
efficient method to solve these problems by developing MSSE. However， because 
little attention has been paid to MSSE for years， there are many problems that restrict 
the development of MSSE， such as low level of technology， poor management and 
unqualified employees. Raising capital， the thesis of this article， is most difficult in 
all problems. The growth of enterprises needs money to be enough， but a lot of 
MSSE have difficulties in raising capital. When Commercial banks provide loans to 
enterprises, they prefer large corporations to MSSE，  which limits MSSE’s 
development. It is a critical problem that MSSE meet inadequate financing which 
affects the steadily increasing of national economy. Based on the importance of this 
problem, MSSE’s inadequate financing is chosen as my thesis. The paper firstly 
analyzed the difficulty in MSSE’s financing in China and its main reason， and then 
points out that at present in China, the more feasible way to resolve the problem is for 
the commercial banks to develop the new financial products and financing project in 
order to meet the special needs of MSSE financing, and therefore resolve the problem 
in MSSE financing. 
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的一种融资模式。举例来说，A 企业为原材料供应商，B 企业为生产商，C 企业
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